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╭────────────────── : : : hatching_chick : .୭ ╰─➤ ✎ .୭ ╰─➤ ✎Great ARMYs! Welcome above this blog ~ Today / Tonight, in case you ha-aven not to hear from it anymore that I am – I'm pretty sure you did. BigHit just posted the L&amp;F version of this concept coming to p-auto. ✎ Will be divided into four different versions with 4 different concepts
as well but, with the same songs included It will be divided into ~S, E, L, L, F. ✎Last time, they already posted the S and version E. So today, The L and F are the ones that r-emain. Note: I will always include the other two versions. ✎ of the last 2 albums LY Read and LY Tear are both divided into–4 versions. :arrow_right_hook: LY Read: L, O, V, and E:
arrow_right_hook: LY Tear: Y, O, U, and R (Now, and LY Answer, we have) : arrow_right_hook : LY Answer: S, E, L, and F ✎When all the albums are combining ned, it will shape the word of God, Love yourself. ୭ °: hatching_chick : • : rabbit: .°୭ ───────────────────╯:pricey: || S Versionnote: Because of the picture limitation, I can't post the S and
R pictures individually. So I just compiled them together in collages. Please understand. there you go! Don't worry 'cause I'll put the links to sothat the original post you can save actual pictures and the best quality. ^^Link tweet: Part 1 and Part 2Link to post FB: Click:Apple: || E VersionLink tweet: Part 1 and Part 2Link of FB post: Click: strawberries: || Read
VersionLink tweet: Part 1 and Part 2Link in FB post: Clickミ✭❛Group Photo❜❛RM❜❛Jin❜❛Suga❜❛J-Hope❜❛Jimin❜❛V❜❛Jungkook❜ :Tomato: || F VersionLink tweet: Part 1 and Part 2Link in FB post: Clickミ✭❛Group Pictures❜❛RM❜❛Jin❜❛S ❜❛J-Hope❜❛Jimin❜❛V❜❛Jungkook❜━: Rabbit: ━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━That's all for today's blog! If you have done it until the end, thank
you very much ~ Let's continue to support our BTSand co-ARMYs as well. May all of us have a very fruitful revelation. Don't forget myself to love yourself━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━━:hatching_chick:━End notes—:love_letter: I have some questions for you fam. Don't worry, THESE ARE OPTIONAL. You can answer if you want, and justify it if you don't want
answers. Thank you so much for their feedback! Please enjoy the new 'concept photos' causing BTS and staff to have worked really hard and have done a really great job on spotlight: give BTS and ARMYs many more lovers ~ Let's show our support and appreciation each and everyone especially BTS until the end! :love_letter: Fight! Thanks curator/mindnims for the feature! I will work harder and will make sure you give you guys amazing blogs (I wish I can have the courage sksks) :p cil2: Blog featured: August 17, 2018 (12:07AM KST) REPACKAGE ALBUM LOVE YOURSELF 結 'REPLY' BTS, LOVE YOURSELF the 'ANSWER' Love Yourself is where true love begins 結 celebration with the host first
revealed in March of 2016, BTS love yourself the series creates 結 narrative by which linking the key songs to every album in a single theme, improving the message that love yourself is true love. Such a well-written novel that has introduction, development, perversion, and conclusion it shares a convincing story for two and a half years. 'ANSWER' is the final
puzzle piece. Even if it's a repackage album, LOVE YOURSELF 結 'REPLY' still includes seven brand-new tracks. The CD is a concept album, tracks its sez all linking lyrik to highlight BTS' promotion as both artists and storytellers. On August 13, 2018, BTS dropped the first batch of self lovers: Photos of the Answer concept. Out of the four versions they will
be releasing, so far the S and E concept pictures have been shown. #BTS #방탄소년단 #LOVE_YOURSELF 結 'Reply' Concept Photo S version pic.twitter.com/dQHQbjGvPP - BigHit Entertainment (@BigHitEnt) 13 August 13, 2018 #BTS #방탄소년단 #LOVE_YOURSELF 結 'Reply' Concept Photo S Version pic.twitter.com/bT9mqt1332 - BigHit Entertainment
(@BigHitEnt) Month 13, 2018 After interviewing a fan for their opinions and theory so far for the Space version of the concept pictures, here is what they have to say about the pictures: It has given me such a creepy vibe and stuff since it has been all hands, eyes and stuff but I think it's a symbol that they're going to expose all the crap they've been born in
for so long. I think the meaning behind their hands, the fans who are annoying them at the airports or anywhere else with their eyes and cameras represent the government watching on them. - Anonymous ARMY looks at the choices equipped for the S version, it seems to have used a retrome downpour to them. Which makes the theme more old. When
taking a deeper look and reading the other ARMYs theory about these photos, many were corrected in the novels, 1984, written by George Orwell. Going by the way they own and how they're avoiding their hands, cameras, and eyes, corlate in 1984, that the setting of the novels is a dystopia. #BTS #방탄소년단 #LOVE_YOURSELF 結 'Reply' Concept Photo
E version pic.twitter.com/XfIvluzgIh - BigHit Entertainment (@BigHitEnt) Month August 13, 2018 #BTS #방탄소년단 #LOVE_YOURSELF 結 'Reply' Concept Pictures version pic.twitter.com/KwAI60FyhB – BigHit Entertainment (@BigHitEnt) August 13, 2018 The host interview as before, here is what they have to say about these pictures: In the bound group
pictures are like doll and in fake love J-hope says: in my face and make me your doll.' If you notice in the picture, there's a wind up clear. You usually give a doll an order in other words you 'control' the doll. The solo pics you see are inside a bubble with flowers that probably represent the trapped hearts of Paradise (?). And if you notice, Jungkook is the only
guy with the dead plants that refer back to the songs, 'Dead Leaves' and 'The Toldd Truth.' He represents the omelas boy from the spring. Which symbolizes that he has traded himself in for the happiness of other members'. - Anonymous Army As what it looks like, the E version is bringing a dollar-like concept. It might mean many possibilries but also could
represent the idols industry and how hard it could be about telling idols? Putting both versions together one host said, so with the first set of colds pictures, I think we'll find a partially album on how hard idols life is, and partially continue the 'Reflections of Youth' story, unconstitute why version S looks different from version E. - Anonymous ARMY Otherwise,
the concept pictures are a very nice and fun look at. BTS should disclose the next two, L&amp;Amp; F very soon! What are some of your thoughts and theories about these two versions of love yourself: Respond so far? Feel free to send us what you think on twitter using @ForeverBTScom! Posted by Denis | on Thursday, August 16, 2018 BigHit released
the concept photos for the 'F' version of Love Yourself 結 'Answer' this morning: BTS Loveself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — 'F' Version — Group Shot BTS Love yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — 'See' F' Version — RM / Kim Namjoon BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — 'F' Version — Jin / Kim Seokjin BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer'
Concept Photos — 'F' Version — Suga / Min Yoongi BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — 'F' Version — J-Hope / Jung Hoseok BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — 'F' Version — Jimin / Park Jimin BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos — 'F' Version — V / Kim Taehyung BTS Love Yourself 結 'Answer' Concept Photos
— 'F' Version — Jungkook / Jeon Jungkook (Photo credits: BigHit Entertainment) This theme of youth is the most obvious in this concept. It's colorful and lightweight... but not exactly alive. Given that Answer is not only the last chapter of the series loves yourself, but at the end of the youth era as a whole (which started in 2015), it's almost as if this is to
gooden them to their old levels. This might be interpreted as wanting to knowledge about the youth, but it seems more likely to me that they're ready to let go of the youth and move on to adults (e.g. the next era). era).
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